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                     Contact Librera Customer Service
                   

                


                          
                            
                                Published by Librera  on Mar 12, 2024  
 

                                Report an issue with Librera.

                                Send the customer service your feedback so they can fix your issue asap.
 

                                
                    

                      
                        
                           
                              
                                  


                                 Email Support directly
                              

                           

                           
                              Slower. Best for resolving account issues.
                           

                        

                      




                      
                        
                           
                            
                            
                              
                                  


                                 Chat with our AppContacter AI Support 
                              


                           

                           
                              Faster. Great for pressing issues and self assistance.
                           

                        

                      


                    

                


                
                                            

                        




                              
                                 
                                     Why should I report an Issue with Librera: all for book reading?

                                      	AppContacter will directly Email your issue/feedback to an apps's customer service once you report an issue and with lots of issues reported, companies will definitely listen to you.
	Pulling issues faced by users like you is a good way to draw attention of Librera to your problem using the strength of crowds.
	Importantly, customers can learn from other customers in case the issue is a common problem that has been solved before.


                                 

                              

                              


                      
                        
                          
                          
                            	
                                                                                                                                  
                                            
                                          
                                        


                          
  


                                                    
                                                            
                                About Librera: all for book reading

                              

                                1. Librera Reader is a light-weight and free book reading application that will devour almost any e-book format one can throw at her: PDF, EPUB, EPUB3, MOBI, DJVU, FB2, FB2.
2. It also supports reading out loud, using whatever TTS engine installed on your device. to ensure a most comfortable reading experience one can imagine on an Android device.
3. Librera Reader is intended as an all-in-one replacement for all your reading apps.
4. Just switch to Librera Reader and never look back!
5. ZIP, TXT, RTF, AZW, AZW3, HTML, ODT, XPS, CBZ, CBR, TIFF, PDB, MHT and OPDS Catalgos.
6. Moreover, it's constantly under heavy development with the ultimate goal to implement all the wishes of its users. ✔ Search for EPUB, FB2, PDF, etc. ✔ Filtered book search: by title, author, series, genre, etc. ✔ Book display sorting: by author(s), genre, series, size, etc. ● Dictionary lookup (installed dictionaries: GoldenDict, ABBYY Lingvo, ColorDict, etc. ● Online search for word meanings and passage translations (GTranslate, Dictionary. com, Oxford, Longman, Cambridge, Collins, Merriam-Webster, Vdict, etc.
                               

                                                 

                     




                                            
                          
                                Librera Customer Insights

                          

                         
                                                                                                                
                                        1. If you could add dead zones, gutters if you will, to the edges, left and right so that fingers can overlap the text slightly before getting closer to the middle and activating selection or page turn features. 

                                                                                                                    
                                        2. Reading view is good and easy to work around, but I'd describe the main library interface as "nerdy", showing a lot of options and controls without a lot of effort to clean or streamline the UI. 

                                                                                                                    
                                        3. The app does not open to the book you are reading or the page and the page you left off on as other ebook apps do. 

                                                                                                                    
                                        4. Using my 10-in Android tablet, I can only hold on to the very small edges without scrolling a page around or moving to the next page. 

                                                                                                                    
                                        5. My main issue is that it can't read with blank space along the center of a page which is common for textbooks in PDF form. 

                                                                                                                    
                                        6. If you just load a book and read it, then it can workFeature request and great review! I have one small request. 

                                                                                                                    
                                        7. Love the "Go to page" overlay w/ thumbnails.One of the best Reader Apps I've found that is versatile and can do more than I need. 

                                                                                                                    
                                        8. Controls are very compact, making settings less legible and controls (especially while reading docs) harder to use (requires more precision on where to touch). 

                                                                                                                    
                                        9. There also seems no way to shut that off.Great app in many ways...lots of important features like blue light filter mode and text-to-speech. 

                                                                                                                    
                                        10. Unfortunately, I'm not sure I'd recommend the app if you're planning on taking notes in the app though-- my bookmark notes were deleted and there doesn't seem a way to get them back.Only one major problem I'm having. 

                                                                                                                    
                                        11. If this was improved, it'd be a major study tool for busy college students on the go.App is slow to start and loading book pages sometimes lag. 

                                                                                                    

                    

                    

                      
                          
                                Steps to Troubleshoot & Fix Librera Issues

                          

                         
                                    

                               1. Fix Librera Not Working/Crashes/Errors/Unresponsive & Black/White screen:




                              	Restart Librera: Restarting the app will resolve most errors.
	Update the Librera App.  Here is how:
                                      	On Android goto PlayStore » Search for "Librera" » Open Librera: all for book reading » click "Update".
	On iPhone, goto  AppStore » Your profile » Available Updates » Check for Librera » click "UPDATE".


                                  
	Clear Librera: all for book reading app cache: Clearing cached data will force your app to retrieve the latest data directly from Librera servers.

                                      	On Android, goto Settings » Apps » Select "Librera: all for book reading" » click Storage » click "Clear Cache".


                                  
	Check Librera app permissions. If any of these permissions required to use your device's features are disenabled, Librera might not work. 
	Uninstall and reinstall Librera. If nothing else has worked, completely uninstall Librera then reinstall.
	Restart your device. Last, restarting your device can often clear most problems causing Librera not working






                               2. Fix Librera Server issues & Internet Connection



                                	Check network connection: An unstable Internet will make Librera be unable to connect to it's servers. Ensure your wi-fi is working then restart app.
	Disable VPN: VPN can cause connection errors and lead to Librera not working. Make sure all VPNs are off
	Enable background data: When Background data is turned off, Librera may not be able to connect to the Internet when running in the background.
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                	Contact any app directly.
	Recieve faster replies.
	Get their support Email address & website.
	Warn other users off using their app.
	Prevents spammers from abusing our site.
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